
Question Time: what are the ideas and values of Left and Ring Wing Politics?

Key ideas;

Progress = improvement
Equality = making lives of all more equal
Fairness = giving all equal opportunities

Change = challenging the way things are

Government = using the Government to
help improve peoples lives

Taxation = taxing those with higher incomes
to pay for services for everyone

Key ideas;

Stability = Keeping things the same
Order = everyone knowing and accepting their 
place and what is expected of them
Tradition = celebrating the past and keeping 
things from the past
Status quo = changing very slowly and keeping
things the same unless change is needed
Government = using Government to keep 
order and stop change. Not being involved 
in peoples lives
Taxation = keeping taxes as low as possible

Left vs Right - ideas and values

Activity:
Using the diagram and
the list of key ideas
work in your pair or in
your group to write a 
short definition of;

Left Government

Right Government

Each definition should 
have three sentences.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JlQ5fGECmsA


Question Time: what are the ideas and values of Left Wing Politics?

In Britain the ideas of the Left in Politics are 
represented by the Labour Party and by the 
Scottish National Party in Scotland.

Activity: In your pair or group you are going to 
teach some others about being Left Wing.

To do this you are going to explain the ideas and 
values of the Left using the following headings;
• Society and Culture
• Family and Adult
• Beliefs
• Supports and votes for



Question Time: what are the ideas and values of Right Wing Politics?

In Britain the ideas of the Right in Politics are 
represented by the Conservative Party.

Activity: In your pair or group you are going to 
teach some others about being Right Wing.

To do this you are going to explain the ideas and 
values of the Right using the following headings;
• Society and Culture
• Family and Adult
• Beliefs
• Supports and votes for



Question Time: what would Labour or the Conservatives do in Government?

Conservatives in 60 SecondsLabour 2019 in 60 Seconds

Labour would;

Spend more on 
Public Services like
Schools and the NHS

Build more houses
and keep rents low

Support workers to
have more rights 
against bosses

Tax the highest earners
more than then lowest

Conservatives would:

Lower taxes so that
individuals paid less
Tax

Spend less on Public
services such as 
Schools and the NHS

Support bosses more
than workers

Support the Police 
and the Courts to
punish criminals

Activity:  In your work booklet sum up the differences between a Labour Government and a Conservative Government.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FKQufsk-AEs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BdHTZ1KWmBU


Question Time: what are the ideas and values of Left and Ring Wing Politics?

Key ideas for being Left Wing;
Progress = improvement
Equality = making lives of all more equal
Fairness = giving all equal opportunities

Change = challenging the way things are

Government = using the Government to
help improve peoples lives

Taxation = taxing those with higher incomes
to pay for services for everyone

Key ideas for being Right Wing;
Stability = Keeping things the same
Order = everyone knowing and accepting their 
place
Tradition = celebrating the past and keeping 
Things from the past
Status quo = changing very slowly and keeping
Things the same unless change is needed
Government = using Government to keep 
order and stop change. Not being involved 
In peoples lives
Taxation = keeping taxes as low as possible

Overall Left Wing values are summed up as
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
For the Left Government should ___________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
Finally, _______________________________________
_____________________________________________

Overall Right Wing values are summed up as
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
For the Right Government should ___________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
Finally, _______________________________________
_____________________________________________



Question Time: what are the ideas and values of Left Wing Politics?

I want to get 4 ideas across when I teach others about being Left Wing:
1, _____________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
2, _____________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

3, ___________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
4, ___________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________ 

I want to get 4 ideas across when I teach others about being Right Wing:
1, _____________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
2, _____________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

3, ___________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
4, ___________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________ 

Question Time: what are the ideas and values of Right Wing Politics?



Question Time: what are the ideas and values of Left and Ring Wing Politics?



Question Time: what would Labour or the Conservatives do in Government?

Labour would;
Spend more on Public Services like Schools and the NHS

Build more houses and keep rents low

Support workers to have more rights against bosses

Tax the highest earners more than then lowest

Conservatives would:
Lower taxes so that individuals paid less Tax

Spend less on Public services such as Schools and the NHS

Support bosses more than workers

Support the Police and the Courts to punish criminals

If the Labour Party were to win Power in an election
they would __________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
A Labour Government would try and make life fairer for
all by _______________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
Finally, Labour would __________________________
____________________________________________

If the Conservative Party were to win Power in an election
they would __________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
A Conservative Government would try and make life better
all by _______________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
Finally, the Conservatives would __________________
____________________________________________
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